HAUTE COUTURE - PINK

SIZE: 60"W x 75"H  •  LEVEL: CONFIDENT BEGINNER  •  PATTERN BY:  CHRISTINE STAINBROOK  •  WEEKEND GETAWAY

PATTERN AVAILABLE ON: www.michaelmillerfabrics.com

PLEASE NOTE: BEFORE BEGINNING YOUR PROJECT, CHECK FOR ANY PATTERN UPDATES AT MICHAELMILLERFABRICS.COM’S FREE PROJECTS SECTION.
HAUTE COUTURE

FABRIC A
DC8353-Pink
2 1/8 yards

FABRIC B
SC5333-Orchid
1 1/2 yards

FABRIC C
DC8355-Sage
3/8 yard

FABRIC D
DC8351-Blossom
2 1/2 yards

FABRIC E
DC8355-Rose
1/2 yard

FABRIC F
DC8352-Pearl
3/4 yard

BATTING: 68" x 83"
BACKING: 4 yards

KEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| A Cut one 4 1/2" x WOF (width of fabric) strip. Subcut: 2 - 4 1/2" x 15"
| Cut one 2 1/2" x WOF strip. Subcut: 2 - 2 1/2" x 15"
| Cut eleven 4 1/2" x WOF strips. |
| B Cut three 1 3/4" x WOF strips. Subcut: 6 - 1 3/4" x 15"
| Cut nine 1 3/4" x WOF strips. |
| Cut eight 2 1/2" x WOF strips for binding. |
| C Cut four 2" x WOF strips. Subcut: 64 - 2" squares |
| D Fussy cut seven 12 1/2" squares from the border along the selvedge of the fabric, centering motifs. |
| From the remainder of the fabric cut: |
| 32 - 2" x 9 1/2" |
| E Cut six 2" x WOF strips. Subcut: 32 - 2" x 6 1/2" |
| F Fussy cut eight 6 1/2" squares, centering on motifs. |

NOTE: PLEASE READ THROUGH ENTIRE PATTERN BEFORE BEGINNING.
BLOCKS:
Make 8

1. Stitch one fabric E 2" x 6 1/2" rectangle to the left and right sides of one fabric F 6 1/2" square.

2. Stitch one fabric C 2" square to each end of two fabric E 2" x 6 1/2" rectangles and add to the top and bottom of the block. Square to 9 1/2".

3. Stitch one fabric D 2" x 9 1/2" rectangle to the left and right sides of the block.

4. Stitch one fabric C 2" square to each end of two fabric D 2" x 9 1/2" rectangles and add to the top and bottom of the block. Square to 12 1/2".

5. Combine with the fabric D fussy cut 12 1/2" squares as shown. Make two strips with three pieced blocks each and one strip with two pieced blocks.

NOTE: Images are rotated sideways to fit on the page.
6. Cut one fabric B 1 3/4" x WOF strip in half. Add a whole strip to each piece. Trim each strip to 1 3/4" x 60 1/2". Add to the long sides of one pieced strip.
7. Stitch one fabric B 1 3/4" x 15" strip to the top and bottom of the pieced strip.
8. Repeat this for all three pieced strips.

ASSEMBLY:
9. Stitch one fabric A 4 1/2" x 15" rectangle to the bottom of the first pieced strip.
10. Stitch one fabric A 2 1/2" x 15" rectangle to the top and bottom of the second pieced strip.
11. Stitch one fabric A 4 1/2" x 15" rectangle to the top of the third pieced strip.
12. Cut one fabric A 4 1/2" x WOF strip in half. Add a whole strip to each piece. Trim to 4 1/2" x 67". Make two strips.
13. Join the pieced strips together as shown in the assembly diagram on page 4, placing one fabric A 4 1/2" x 67" strip in between them.
14. Stitch eight fabric A 4 1/2" x WOF strips together in pairs. Add to the quilt, mitering corners.

FINISHING:
15. Layer, baste and quilt as desired.
ASSEMBLY DIAGRAM